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Abstract

POIROT is an integration framework for combining machine learning mechanisms to learn hierarchical models of web services procedures from a single or very small set of demonstration examples. The system is organized around a shared representation language for communications with a central hypothesis blackboard. Component learning systems share semantic representations of their hypotheses (generalizations) and inferences about demonstration traces. To further the process, components may generate learning goals for other learning components. POIROT’s learners or hypothesis formers develop workflows that include order dependencies, subgoals, and decision criteria for selecting or prioritizing substasks and service parameters. Hypothesis evaluators, guided by POIROT’s meta-control component, plan experiments to confirm or disconfirm hypotheses extracted from these learning products. Collectively, they create methods that POIROT can use to reproduce the demonstration and solve similar problems. After its first phase of development, POIROT has demonstrated it can learn some moderately complex hierarchical task models from semantic traces of user-generated service transaction sequences at a level that is approaching human performance on the same learning task.

Introduction

POIROT (Plan Order Induction by Reasoning from One Trial) is an architecture and set of learning components that collectively forms a multi-strategy learning system for Web Service procedures. As one of two large-scale collaborative efforts in the DARPA Integrated Learning Program, we are exploring techniques for applying a variety of learning and reasoning strategies to learn hierarchical procedures from one or at most several examples. Our approach is guided by a meta-controller that manages a set of active learning goals of different types that cause different components to engage in generalization, explanation, combination, experimentation and diagnosis of typically incomplete learned models. As the process proceeds, POIROT tests its own conclusions on new problems by calling the same web services it observed the demonstrator using.

POIROT learns hierarchical task models given a single demonstration of a task, a semantically annotated trace of a sequence of web service calls. The annotation is possible due to the representation of the web services using OWL-S (Martin et al. 2007), which provides semantic typing of inputs and outputs, and representations of each services’ preconditions and effects in a form consistent with AI planning operator definitions. POIROT’s learning is emergent from the work of a number of largely independent reasoning components accumulating shared questions, hypotheses and answers on a central blackboard. To be successful, POIROT must apply inductive, abductive and explanation-guided generalization techniques. It also must perform self-guided experiments to resolve conflicts and confirm that the learned procedure will work. In the future, POIROT will reason about the space of problems for which the procedure will apply in order to scope its applicability and improve its confidence in what was learned.

We believe that these distinct learning and reasoning processes must be strategically applied to different aspects of this learning task. Our approach utilizes a meta-control executive called the learning moderator that communicates with other components using a semantic blackboard built on a persistent RDF store (Sesame). The moderator guides POIROT’s use of its multiple bottom-up, primarily inductive components and its top-down, explanation-based ones. It signals when to propose learning hypotheses, generalizations of the trace in the form of process models, and when to evaluate them. Another meta-control related component called the STITCHER combines learning hypotheses into a single more complete model which can be tested by the planning and execution subsystem on new problems.

Learning goals reflect the system’s need to fill gaps in what components have learned or acquire additional information that would allow components to learn more. POIROT’s blackboard and learning moderator maintain these open learning questions, and components declaring the capability to address them can respond by subscribing to classes of these goals. In addition to managing tasks addressing learning goals, the moderator manages the phasing of tasks to monitor for the completeness of the combined model, initiate testing of the learned model, plan how to experimentally resolve conflicts between hypotheses created by different learners, and the diagnose and repair problems with the learned task models.

In this paper, we describe POIROT’s approach to learning, and its capability after our first phase of development. To date, only about half of the components have been integrated into the system, but it already does quite well on simple problems due to the capabilities of the learning mechanisms it is combining. We begin with a brief overview of POIROT’s task and its architecture. Next we describe key motivations for and design aspects of the Learnable Task Modeling Language (LTML) that is the interlingua of POIROT. We then describe the modules that have been integrated
thus far and the approach used to combine these results into an executable workflow model. Finally, we discuss the results of phase one testing and provide a brief summary of previous work in the area before concluding.

**Overview of Learning Task**

POIROT’s objective is to form a generalized hierarchical task model from ‘observed’ semantic traces of sequences of web service transactions. Our test domain is medical evacuation airlift planning, which is analogous to the use of web services for trip planning when different web sites are used to book airline tickets, reserve local transportation (e.g., taxis, trains, buses) and hotel rooms. Some differences from these commercial services are that planning medical evacuations can include requesting new flights be published, the use of helicopters and ambulances rather than trains and taxis, and the planning for and reservation of support medical personnel and equipment to accompany patients on their journeys. A typical demonstration used as the basis for POIROT’s learning shows how a user builds a schedule for a number of patients with specific requirements. Each patient is available at a specified time and location to be moved, with a given destination hospital, latest arrival time and identified special needs (for medical care and equipment en route).

POIROT’s observations are of a logged sequence of calls to web services collected when a user performs tasks such as looking up airports by geographic location, finding available flights to and from those airports, reserving seats on flights and reserving hospital beds at the destinations. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the GUI used to call these services when developing these demonstrations. A video demonstration of this interface was also presented to our human subjects as training before we asked them to try the task. The results of these experiments were used to compare human and POIROT performance on the learning task.

Figure 2 shows the procedure that was demonstrated in these experiments and indicates places where people or POIROT or both failed to capture the full complexity of the process. Sometimes this was because the demonstration did not fully show what was involved, and sometimes it was because not all of aspects of the model are being learned yet. We will cover some of these errors in the evaluation section later.

**POIROT’s Integration Architecture**

POIROT’s software framework uses a combination of agent and semantic web service architectural elements to integrate multiple learning and execution components. Figure 3 shows the current architecture with existing Phase I and planned future components. Components with black lettering were not fully integrated for Phase I. The central hypothesis blackboard where learning hypotheses and commentary are exchanged is built on a persistent RDF store (Sesame), extended to support context-bounded queries and a publish-subscribe interface that is used to invoke POIROT components. Although modules in POIROT use very different approaches to generate learning hypotheses, all hypotheses are ultimately represented using the Learnable Task Modeling Language (LTML) for placement on the blackboard. This language combines aspects of the Web Ontology Language OWL, the OWL ontologies for semantic web services OWL-S, and the planning language PDDL. As a result of translating all of these different models into LTML, that they can be directly compared, commented upon, recombed, and subjected to evaluation via experiment.
The modularity of our architecture depends on an ability to share hypotheses and conclusions from very different learning systems. This required descriptions of what was learned to be represented in a common language, a language for representing the accumulated hypotheses about generalizations of the observed task called the Learnable Task Modeling Language (LTML). LTML is based in part on the PDDL planning language, the Web Ontology Language OWL, and its semantic web services extension OWL-S (Martin et al. 2007). It uses a more compact and manageable surface syntax than that of OWL and RDF. LTML is used to represent planning methods, plans (observational traces), and domain concepts. It is also used to capture hypothesis annotation information, including such as things as provenance of hypotheses, conflicts between hypotheses, explanations of aspects of traces, and internal learning goals and tasks having to do with all of these.

LTML has to satisfy a number of sometimes competing requirements. It has to be capable of describing hierarchical task models (methods) in a way that is acceptable to state of the art HTN planners such as SHOP2, but in a way that allows essentially arbitrary fragments of such descriptions to be independently generated and annotated as hypotheses. It has to support descriptions of relationships among hypotheses, such as conflicts or congruences, and support the capture of explanations or justifications for hypotheses. As it is the language of the central blackboard, it is also used for describing internal learning goals that make reference to hypotheses as objects of discourse.

### Controlling learning

Our overall learning framework is based in part on the concept of goal-driven learning, described previously (Hunter 1990, Cox & Ram 1995, desJardins 1995) as ‘knowledge acquisition planning’ or ‘planning to learn’. Goal-driven learning leads to targeted searches for explanations when observations don’t fit into the developing model, and to the creation of new knowledge goals about the availability of choices and decision processes associated with task elaboration. It also allows us to orchestrate and manage a set of learning components by posting learning goals that these components can respond to in an order that respects their knowledge needs and products.

Of the components listed above, WIT, DISTILL and DRILL are primarily bottom-up learners, using information provided in the demonstration trace and only a small amount of additional background information. But DRILL, which is learning loop-ordering criteria, needs to be told where the loops are and what objects are being iterated over. The meta-controller therefore delays the construction of this learning goal until there is a hypothesis about loops that requires it.

The top-down learners are those that formulate hypotheses by explanation-based techniques. These include XPLAIN, LIGHT, CHARM and YAPPR. These systems are used to hierarchically organize and provide rationale for parts of the learned model, and, as a result to fill in additional details about how to make particular decisions or preserve key associations so that the overall model is successful at achieving the stated goal.

### Phase I System Elements

During the first phase of the project, recently concluded, WIT, DISTILL and XPLAIN were the primary sources of procedural hypotheses. The STITCHER was used to combine the hypotheses
produced by these three learners, producing a set of hierarchical task methods that could be combined by ReSHOP to form an executable plan. POIROT tested what it had learned by trying to recapitulate the demonstration, starting with the given requirements. Another component, DRILL, was able to discover reasonable rules for ordering the handling of patients, but was not fully integrated before the evaluation was completed. In this section, we describe the first three components in more detail, in order to motivate a discussion of how POIROT approached hypothesis synthesis in the STITCHER, and learned an executable model of the demonstrated procedure.

**Task structure determination**

In Phase I, POIROT relied primarily on two learning systems for task structure determination, each generalizing directly on the observed trace. Both techniques utilized the dependencies between information gathering actions (data querying services) and information consuming ones (when service parameters are filled in using acquired information) as a means of inferring dependencies between actions (service calls). WIT, however, used this information only to model explicit data flow, and used observed action order as its primary means of inducing structure.

The WIT system from UMBC is based on prior work on context-free grammar induction (Oates et al. 2002). The demonstration POIROT observes has embedded within it somewhat regular repetitions of steps for each patient. WIT develops an alphabet of generalized steps and then induces a transition model over this alphabet where the loops in the demonstration appear as cycles, and alternate paths within a cycle become branches in the loop.

WIT then decomposes this state graph into methods using heuristics based on identified decision points. While the model it produces can serve as a recognizer for acceptable workflows that closely mirror the demonstration, it cannot by itself be used to execute these workflows because WIT does not determine the conditions that dictate which branches to follow, or recognize when loops terminate.

DISTILL extends the work of Winner and Veloso (2002, 2003). It automatically learns ‘domain-specific planners’, or universal procedures, from demonstrated examples. DISTILL produces workflow methods where the steps are loosely ordered but strongly conditionalized to run only when their context-specific pre-conditions are satisfied. These run-time conditions have the additional role of identifying, from the current state, the information that needs to be supplied as parameters of the service calls being executed. The overall product is a dependency directed execution model for the class of problems demonstrated.

Both WIT and DISTILL build and post LTML representations of sets of HTN methods as hypotheses about how to generalize the trace. Each is, however only a partial solution to the learning task. WIT leaves branch conditions unspecified, and DISTILL ignores steps that it cannot relate directly to the goal.

**Using explanations for unobserved dependencies**

POIROT can be viewed in part as processing a stream of observations to explain how they form a coherent whole. While bottom-up hypotheses formers can identify regularities in a demonstrated workflow, aspects of the workflow that are not repeated or do not have observable causal support are more difficult to generalize in a useful way without applying additional background knowledge to explain their relevance. Explanations are produced by inferring relationships between steps using explanatory schemas that tie the observed steps to the domain goals of the demonstrator, and to hidden processes and constraints. POIROT’s XPLAIN component is a hypothesis former based on Meta-AQUA (Cox & Ram 1999), a goal-driven explanation and learning system that seeks to understand each observation in its input stream as part of a story. It relies on domain knowledge, a case library of prior plan schemas and a set of general explanation patterns that are used to characterize useful explanations involving that background knowledge.

POIROT uses XPLAIN to provide rationales for steps that do not have strong observable connections to other steps in the demonstration. For example, steps that gather information used to confirm a precondition for another step appear unmotivated because the later step does not use the result as an input (the condition being satisfied is enough). In workflows from phase one, XPLAIN critically concludes that making flight reservations for each patient supports the user’s goal of moving the patients and should follow selection of the flight even though there is no producer-consumer relationship between the steps.

**Stitching hypotheses together**

When all of the hypothesis formers have generated their individual hypotheses, POIROT tries to combine them in order to form a complete model that it can test. In the process it may discover conflicts or remaining gaps in the collective model. A component called the STITCHER has this responsibility.

As stated earlier, all of the models individually produced by the learners were inadequate as execution models for the demonstrated workflow. The WIT model lacked conditions on branches and loops, the DISTILL model lacked some necessary steps. XPLAIN only models steps that it has explanations for. None had a complete model of the process.

The process of combining these models is essentially one of repeated, incremental analogical matching and mapping, related to that in (Burstein 1986). As shown in Figure 4, steps in the various models (which look like programs written in LTML) are aligned by considering which steps in the trace they are generalizations of.

**Figure 4: Stitching LTML Hypotheses**
This information is provided by the learners in their LTML output as ‘occurrence’ annotations on each step. Once the generalized steps in the models are aligned, their parameter bindings can be unified, producing variable correspondences between the various hypotheses. Pre-conditions (when clauses) on steps are then unified. In phase I, the pre-conditions were based on DISTILL step conditions, after variable renaming. Conversely, the most conservative model of step order, produced by WIT, ended up being used. DISTILL’s weaker model of step order was consistent with but less complete than WIT’s model.

After the initial phase of step merging, conditions on branches are inferred by state regression from the pre-conditions on steps within those branches. The state regression eliminated terms that were introduced by intermediate steps after branch points.

The final product is a model that has the ordering structure of the WIT model, the conditional structure of the DISTILL model, and the parameter binding information contributed by all three models. The model had the following performance, relative to human subjects tested on the same material.

Experimental results

POIROT’s performance was compared to human subjects working similar problems with similar background information presented to all subjects. Twenty human subjects (Pittsburgh area college students) all saw the same demonstration and the same test problems. POIROT saw the same demonstration as the human subjects, but was given nine different problems, all modest random variations on the human test problem. Table 1 shows three ways of aggregating the human subject test results (mean, median, mean of top 50%), and an average of the POIROT scores on five metrics. Steps and Choices are percent correct of parameter assignments and service calls respectively. Accuracy is a comparison with an expert workflow model. Coverage is a comparison with the steps explicitly in the demonstration. Goal Achievement is a measure of whether the right reservations were made for each patient, and several other details.

A one tailed T-test was used to determine that the POIROT average performance was at least 85% of human subject performance with greater than 99% confidence, even compared to the top 50% of human subjects. Note that POIROT’s accuracy scores were quite similar to and coverage scores were better than the college students’. More interesting is that POIROT did significantly worse than the college students on goal achievement. So, without being noticeably more accurate, or better at imitating the demonstration, the college students were nevertheless better at building an evacuation plan.

In Figure 2, we presented the expert workflow for the kind of medical evacuation problems subjects were asked to solve. We annotated the steps where mistakes were made, orange for human subject mistakes (H), blue for POIROT mistakes (P), and purple for mistakes that both made. For example, selecting the wrong patient to act on next was a mistake made by both human subjects and POIROT. Some of the other mistakes were due to conditions of the workflow not shown in the demonstration.

Related Work

Investigation of multi-strategy reasoning and learning systems can be traced as far back as to the Pandemonium system (Sel-fridge, 1959) that combined multiple competing pattern recognition methods. Early papers on multi-strategy learning (Michalski, 1993) taxonomized learning methods to develop procedures combining multiple learning algorithms.

A large body of explanation-based learning work has focused on acquiring and using domain knowledge to reduce planning search. Some of the best known examples of the application of explanation-based learning for planning include learning control rules, (Minton, 1988); case-based and analogical reasoning, (Kambhampati & Hendler, 1992; Veloso, 1992, Burstein, 1985) and hierarchical and skeletal planning (Knoblock, 1994). Many of these methods suffer from the utility problem; learning more information can be counterproductive because of costs for storage and management of the information to determine which information is useful for solving a particular problem.

Other work has focused on analyzing example plans to reveal a strategy for planning in a particular domain. One example of this approach is Shavlik’s algorithm BAGGER2 (Shavlik, 1990), which uses example solutions and domains and background knowledge to learn an algorithm for problem-solving also in the form of recurrences. BAGGER2 was able to learn such algorithms from very few examples, but relied on background knowledge and was unable to identify parallel repetition steps in a transport-domain problem. DISTILL can be seen as an extension of this work but with no reliance on background knowledge and addressing-richly structured parallel repetition.

Our learning of task hierarchies is related to methods for learning macro-operators (e.g., Iba, 1988; Mooney, 1989), in that they explicitly specify the order in which to apply operators, but they do not typically support recursive references.

Table 1. Human Subject and POIROT Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Choice</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>median</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean^50%</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poirot</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Figure 5, we presented the expert workflow for the kind of medical evacuation problems subjects were asked to solve. We annotated the steps where mistakes were made, orange for human subject mistakes (H), blue for POIROT mistakes (P), and purple for mistakes that both made. For example, selecting the wrong patient to act on next was a mistake made by both human subjects and POIROT. Some of the other mistakes were due to conditions of the workflow not shown in the demonstration.

Figure 5: Learned Methods
Conclusions

The POIROT Project is in the second of four year-long phases of development. The overall objective is the development of an architecture that draws on and combines the strengths of a collection of machine learning approaches to solve the difficult problem of learning complex procedural models from a single demonstration. We have already demonstrated near human level performance on some aspects of simple medical evacuation problems, and our goal for this phase is to address a number of issues with regard to uncertain choices and robustness to local failures, utilizing to a greater degree abstract knowledge of resources, choice mechanisms, and physical constraints.
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